PRESS RELEASE

A NOSE FOR THE BEST NATURALS
CPL AROMAS FORMS A NEW TEAM TO SNIFF OUT THE BEST OILS
CPL Aromas, the largest ‘fragrance-only’ fragrance house in the world has created an internal group of specialists to sniff out the best essential
oils around the world. The scheme ensures not only quality but authenticity, consistency, traceability and sustainability when sourcing materials.
The first challenges for the newly formed 'Specialist Naturals Team' took the team of 8 people to Bulgaria and then to Turkey for the 2018 Rose
Oil harvests. The team comprises people from the Group’s Purchasing, Perfumery, Analytical, Quality Control, Formulation Management and
Regulatory departments.
Nick Moore, Global Purchasing Director for CPL Aromas, said: "The Specialist Naturals Team has been formed as part of our new strategy for
the purchasing of our most critically important essential oils. The aim of the team is to form strategic partnerships with selective suppliers at origin
who can provide us with the very best quality essential oils, and who can supply us with materials of consistent quality and quantities. The benefit
to the suppliers is that they receive our loyalty and commitment ensuring their growth alongside ours. We are proud to show our customers how
closely we work with our key raw material suppliers, how we have full traceability on the oils we buy and how our strategy provides us with a
sustainable supply of our natural oils”.
The fact-finding trips enable the specialists to follow the entire process from picking of the roses in the fields through to distillation and extraction
of the rose oil.
Rose oil can be adulterated and so an important aspect of the journeys was to educate
every member of the team on how to determine pure and genuine oils and how best to
test the samples received. As rose oil is such an expensive product – currently
selling for €6,750 and €8,000 per kilo– there is much scope for adulteration of materials and
even more incentive for perfumers and buyers to scrutinise it closely. Harvests
this year (2018) are much improved following poor weather conditions in 2017 which
led to poor cropping. Nonetheless, prices for this precious oil are always at a
premium.
Decisions are being made now as to which rose oils will be purchased for the creations of
the future. The other material which will undergo similar detailed attention this year is
lavender oil.
Nick Pickthall, COO of CPL Aromas, said: “Our customers value the specialist expertise
offered by CPL Aromas at every level of the fragrance creation process and this initiative
enables us to provide a further layer of expertise to meet their briefs in an exacting and
creative way”.

ENDS
CPL Aromas is the world’s leading international, fragrance-only fragrance house, with 17 sites throughout the world. Employing 550 people globally the
company produces fragrance concentrates suitable for fine fragrances, personal care products and household applications. CPL Aromas has sites in:
UK, US, France, Dubai, Germany, Turkey, Hong Kong, Colombia, China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, South Korea, Vietnam,
Taiwan & Australia.
CPL Aromas’ customers benefit from the company’s own leading-edge technologies: AromaFusion, a unique range of fragrance materials available only to its
perfumers; AromaCore - encapsulation technology; AromaGuard – malodour technology; and EcoBoost, an environmentally friendly fragrance technology.
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